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The data in Appendix B are based on new-automobile contracts pur-
chased through branch offices of a large sales finance company. The
company made available to the National Bureau three samples covering
all contracts purchased during the first ten days of the months of
June 1953, July 1956, and July 1957.
These data permit cross-classification of contracts by credit terms,
borrower characteristics, and regions. The states included in each
region are shown in Table B-i. The existence of a relationship is
tested by means of chi-square analyses.1 Basically the test determines
whether a distribution of observed frequencies differs from a dis-
tribution of theoretical frequencies (calculated on the assumption of
independence) more than might be expected from sampling errors
alone. (The observed and theoretical frequencies are shown in Tables
B-2—B-16.) In the application here it is essentially a test of the associa-
tion of one variable with another, and it tests the hypothesis that they
are independent, any discrepancies between the two distributions being
attributable solelyto chance. The following symbols are used:
fo =observedfrequency
f= theoreticalfrequency based on the hypothesis that the two varia-
bles are unrelated
S =chi-squarevalues significant at the .05 level
N =chi-squarevalues not significant at the .05 level
Only contracts with complete information on credit terms and bor-
rower characteristics were included in the computations of theoretical
frequencies and chi-square values.
1Fora detailed description of the chi-square test,see Frederick C. Mills,
Statistical Methods, Third Edition, Chapter 15, pp. 5 12—540.168 Quality of Consumer Instalment Credit
TABLE B-i
Regional Classification of States in Continental United States
West West
Pacific MountainNorth CentralSouth Central
East
South Central
Washington Montana Minnesota Arkansas Kentucky
Oregon Idaho Iowa Louisiana Tennessee
CaliforniaWyoming Missouri Oklahoma Alabama





North Central Atlantic Atlantic New England
Ohio Delaware New York Maine
Indiana Maryland New Jersey New Hampshire
Illinois District of ColumbiPennsylvaniaVermont
Michigan Virginia Massachusetts





Note: The regional classification is derived from delinquency
reports of the American Bankers Association. It agrees with the
Census classification with one exception (Nevada is classed as a
Mountain state by the Census).T
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